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INTRODUCTION

There are deep historical roots for virtually any form of privatization that now exists.\(^1\) Even one of the most touted “new big things”—the public-private partnership—has roots that go back to at least 1819. In that year the Supreme Court decided *McCulloch v. Maryland*;\(^2\) this case involved the creation of an institution that was owned twenty percent by the federal government and eighty percent by private investors.\(^3\)

In the nineteenth century, a robust and virtually unregulated market failed so dismally that many services were eventually taken over by the government.\(^4\) In other words, what had been private services were “public-ized.” One reform that resulted from these market failures— the merit system of public employment—was designed to ensure the proper delivery of public services by protecting public workers from political influence and thus preventing corruption.\(^5\)

Today, strong pressures push in the opposite direction: to move services from the public to the private sector. This trend is forcing us to reexamine the continuing validity of solutions derived from nineteenth

---

1 This article explores only one subset of privatization—subcontracting—and uses the two words interchangeably.


3 It is interesting to note that in *McCulloch*, the Court decided that, even though only a small part of the ownership was federal, the nature of the entity as a whole was federal. *See id.* Contrast this with current doctrine related to state action, which requires entrenched government control of private actors before state action is found. As a result, [there is no] constitutional protection against private conduct where the government has given private actors broad discretion over operation of government programs. . . . At the same time, current doctrine applies such protections when they are often least needed—that is, when governments exercise close supervision and thus constitutional norms can be enforced by targeting government action directly.

Gillian E. Metzger, Privatization as Delegation, 103 Colum. L. Rev. 1367, 1371 (2003).


5 Harold W. Demone, Jr., The Political Future of Privatization, in *1 The Privatization of Human Services: Policy and Practice Issues* 205, 215–16 (Margaret Gibelman & Harold W. Demone, Jr., eds. 1998); Gerald Frug, City Making: Building Communities without Building Walls 176 (1999). (Frug suggests that in addition to problems of corruption, public city services were provided to promote the integration of immigrants and diverse populations).

and early twentieth century experience. Should some services be exclusively provided by the public sector, or can the private sector reliably provide them instead? Is regulatory oversight of government actions still necessary, or can we depend on market forces to provide accountability and discipline?

I. PRIVATIZATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY

The popular view is that the debate on privatization is about cost and efficiency. This was true at one time when most of the discussion involved battling theories concerning markets versus social and economic justice issues. At the extreme, those who advocated privatization argued that markets and competition could always be relied upon to provide the highest quality services at the lowest cost. They preferred letting individuals decide how best to meet their own needs, rather than ceding that role to politicians or bureaucrats. Unions and those concerned with economic and social justice issues often took a “just say no” approach to contracting out.

Today, it is easier to see that arguments for or against privatization are actually about accountability. This is not to say that markets, cost, efficiency, individual liberty, and social and economic justice are issues absent from today’s discussions; rather, it means that they are most often ways of talking about accountability. Those who prefer markets argue that markets best provide meaningful accountability. Those concerned about social and economic justice believe that those values are better protected by public rather than private methods of accountability. That this was the case has been somewhat obscured by the fact that the battleground over privatization has most often been on turf defined by the language, thoughts, and values of economics.

Today, our greater experience with privatization has altered the details of the debate. For example, the possibility of competition has spurred and, in some places, allowed public sector employees to reexamine how they provide services, make improvements, and demonstrate that public workers are often able to provide better services at lower cost. Federal employees won 90% of all competitions conducted under the regulations in Office of Management and Budget Circular A-76 in FY-2004 and FY-2003. If, when they are allowed to make improvements

---

8 Id. at 1212.
and compete, public sector employees have done well, then perhaps competition is a useful prod to delivering high quality services. In addition, these results suggest that the public sector is not inferior to the private sector when there is head-to-head competition.

In other words, there are arguably many winners in this process. The workers feel empowered by having a role in improving their working conditions. They have a greater sense of pride in their work when they know they have proven that they provide better, more efficient service. The public benefits because it has retained their expertise. As a result, competition has been a spur to providing the highest quality work at the lowest cost and it assures us that the government or contractor workers are providing the highest quality work at lowest possible cost.

However, this idealized scenario is not always achieved. Competitions are expensive in terms of money, disruption, and mistaken contracting. In some cases, work is contracted out without allowing government workers to compete, often for ideological reasons. The concern is that, otherwise, the government should win every competition because it has a natural advantage in providing a lower-cost service since it need not make a profit, pays no taxes, and has a lower cost of borrowing. At least at the local level, competitive bidding is not the norm. In 2002, only 26.5% of local government public employees were allowed to compete for their work, down from 33.3% in 1997. Another reason not to be sanguine about the impact and results of competition is the lack of experienced, trained personnel to conduct competitive bidding. The Department of Defense has responded to this experience deficit by contracting out the process of contracting out government work.\footnote{Prepared Testimony of Gary D. Euegretson, President, Contract Servs. Ass'n of Am. Before the House Comm. on Gov't Reform, Subcomm. on Gov't Mgmt, Info. & Tech., Fed. News Serv. (Mar. 16, 2000). On the other hand, private contractors may have an advantage if they are allowed to compete by lowering employee wages and benefits. See Melanie I. Dooley, Contracting Out: Members of Congress Express Opposition To Health Insurance Comparability Repeal, 43 Gov't Employee Rel. Rep. (BNA) No.2095, at 155 (Feb. 15, 2005).}

\footnote{The Bush Administration advocates "direct conversions" of government jobs, bypassing competitions. Federal unions contend that direct conversion is "theft, pure and simple, a way for the administration to reward contractor cronies with sole-source contracts." Melanie I. Dooley, Contracting Out: Federal Unions Oppose OFPP Plan To Reinstate Direct Job Conversions, 43 Gov't Employee Rel. Rep. (BNA) No.2094, at 128 (Feb. 8, 2005); Louis C. Labrecque, Contracting Out: NTEU Files Summary Judgment Motion To Stop IRS Mailroom Job Outsourcing, 42 Gov't Employee Rel. Rep. (BNA) No.2082, at 1053 (Nov. 9, 2004).}


In short, just as in the time of *McCulloch v. Maryland*, government services continue to be provided by a range of public and private suppliers. A recent survey of local government managers found that city, county, and township services are provided by a mix of government (57%), public-private (23%), private for-profit (18%), and private non-profit (8%) entities. This result might not have been predicted ten or twenty years ago because, starting in the early 1980's, enthusiasm for the market and for private over public provision of services created almost a presumption that most work would go to private providers.

The reality of providing public services has proven to be far more complex than theory predicted. For example, there may be a lack of private providers. In 2002, 31% of local governments found that no private competitors provided a specific service. Even where there is not a total absence of potential private providers, there may be too few to create the competition that is supposed to provide market discipline. Our twenty-five year experiment with privatization has provided anecdotal evidence and data showing that a mixture of private and public provision of government services is the pattern that has persisted. There is no reason to doubt that this will continue to be the case. The important question is what forces lead to this result.

Experience has provided us with some answers. First, we continue to have privatization failures. These failures range from poor performance to outright misfeasance in privatized services. A recent example is the Custer Battles contract in Iraq. This contract appears to have led to

---


17 Hefetz & Warner, *Privatization and Its Reverse*, supra note 15; Minow, supra note 4, at 1252–53.


unperformed and misperformed work, few or no records or oversight, billings by shell companies, and fraud.\textsuperscript{20} About 22% of local governments reported privatization failures.\textsuperscript{21} We have also seen evidence that lack of subcontracting oversight creates a danger of financial and other losses.\textsuperscript{22} At the same time that we know privatization failures exist, we also know that the lack of oversight means we do not have sufficient data to measure the extent of the problem. In other words, one consequence of the enthusiasm for private over public has been a presumption against exercising oversight or even systematically collecting data.

In the past, privatization successes or failures offered useful information for allocating services to the public or private arena. Now, however, overenthusiasm for privatization that has led to at least some unwise privatization, coupled with a lack of data to identify where this has occurred, suggests that we cannot rely that the current placement of a service as public or private is appropriate. If so, what factors can help us identify whether a service is better provided as a public or private service? History may be a helpful guide to answering this question. In the past, government has reacted to these failures by creating accountability mechanisms to guard against both market and agency failures. Therefore, accountability regulations may shed light on choosing the most appropriate provider.

If this insight is correct, the central issue for privatization is accountability.\textsuperscript{23} That is, issues of accountability may subsume all arguments about the merits and wisdom of privatization. What, then, are the accountability arguments made by proponents and opponents of priva-

\begin{itemize}
\item The Department of Energy (DOE) pays 80–90 percent of its budget to private contractors and has a miserable record in terms of oversight and accountability. Joshua Wolf Schenk refers to this as a surrender of authority to the shadow government. Joshua Wolf Shenk, \textit{The Perils of Privatization}, 27 WASH. MONTHLY 16, 17–18 (May 1995).
\item Warner & Hefetz, \textit{Pragmatism Over Politics}, supra note 12, at 15. Areas in which services have most commonly moved from the private to the public sector were “commercial waste collection, public utilities, ambulance service, sanitary inspection, insect and rodent control, animal shelters, day care facilities, child welfare programs, prisons, tax assessing and processing, and title records,” suggesting market failure. Id. at 9.
\end{itemize}
tization? What do private and public sector methods for ensuring accountability tell us about the allocation of providing services? Does public accountability have a deeper function than merely ensuring that value for money is received? If public provision and public accountability are part of the fabric of a participatory democracy, what then is the impact of removing those functions from public provision?

A. ACCOUNTABILITY ARGUMENTS BY PRIVATIZATION PROONENTS

Privatization proponents see all functions as naturally part of a market economy. In their view, to the extent services are performed by the public sector, government has, in effect, misappropriated them. They see government as innately prone to failure: “flaws in private markets, significant though they may be, pale in comparison to the flaws associated with public provision or even public oversight of private actors.”

24 The failure of the public sector is commonly defined as an inability to provide high quality services efficiently and at a reasonable cost, and is attributed to the government’s being hamstrung by regulations.

25 What constitutes a pernicious regulation is most often not specified, but it seems to include all regulations, even those designed to prevent cronyism and corruption in choosing and buying technology, renting space, or constructing public buildings.

27 Privatization proponents view government accountability requirements as no more than costly and unnecessary bureaucratic regulations that make it impossible to deliver services effectively and at a reasonable cost.

28 They argue that private contractors, freed of red tape, can provide better services at lower cost.

With less red tape and bureaucracy, private organizations are thought to provide incentive structures that minimize agency costs compared to the public sector. For example, proponents of privatization argue that it is easier for private organizations to hire, transfer, promote, or reward employees; make capital investments; and secure approval for innovations through fewer layers of


26 Id.


28 See, e.g., Melia, supra note 25.

29 See, e.g., id.
management. Thus, for any given task, a private organization would be expected to outperform a public one.30

In economic theory, a purely competitive market is one in which the buyer determines how resources are allocated as a result of purchases, resulting in goods that are sold as cheaply as possible and at the largest quantity desired.31 Privatization proponents argue that we can rely on the market to provide all necessary oversight and controls in addition to lower cost and better quality products.32 If regulations do no more than decrease efficiency and increase cost, then subcontracting is an attractive and cost-free means to quickly achieve efficiency.33

Privatization proponents argue that nearly all state and local government functions can be privatized. They maintain that having a government monopoly provide services leads to high costs, reduced quality, and stagnation (lack of innovation and flexibility). Proponents cite numerous examples whereby state and local governments have enjoyed savings after a service has been bid out to the private sector.34

Proponents often speak as though private provision of services automatically creates the market classical economic theory relies upon. Relying on market theory, however, creates challenges for privatization proponents. For example, there is no market, and there can be no benefits from a market when a government service is transferred to a sole provider who faces no competition.35 One can argue that even a sole pro-

32 For a summary of theory, see Trebilcock & Iacobucci, supra note 24, at 1447–48.
33 Melia, supra note 25; Privatization 2001, supra note 27. See also Curan, supra note 27.
35 For examples, see Sclar, supra note 18, at 87–88.

Privatizing government services is founded on the idea that markets set the proper price, but when there is no market, as when government provides a service or when there is a monopoly, the price will be too high. However, there are a number of reasons why there may be no private market price. Most fundamentally, there may be no market to provide the sort of services that government does, because many government services are public goods. Even where analogous services are provided privately — the “yellow pages” test — they may not be fully comparable. Ostensibly similar services may in fact be different, because government may have different
vider faces market discipline resulting from its fear that new entrants could be induced to enter the market and compete. However, this is a difficult argument to make, even in theory, and suffers from an unscientific, almost talismanic, view of the market as perfect and fully self-regulating under all circumstances. A major problem privatization proponents face is moving from a quasi-scholastic exercise in logic to a controlled test of theory.\textsuperscript{36} Some even argue that large monopolistic private contractors are particularly desirable. Alfred Aman, for example, says: "These efficiencies are even greater if a private unit, capable of operating in many jurisdictions at once, can count on minimal, or at least, certain kinds of uniform regulatory costs throughout the service area. So there is a pressure for harmonization, and many times market approaches harmonize more easily than complicated regulatory approaches."\textsuperscript{37}

In short, privatization proponents argue that contractors, disciplined by the market, will secure the public’s well being.\textsuperscript{38} The argument relies on the belief that there is no need to impose legal accountability on private contractors because powerful market pressures will punish them if they provide substandard services. In fact, they contend, imposing legal regulations will make it impossible for contractors to provide quality services at the lowest prices. Therefore, they argue, requiring any accountability other than the market is foolish and wasteful.

If it is indeed possible to achieve high quality services at low cost without traditional accountability this is certainly attractive. But although the argument hinges on market theory, it fails to account for the nonexistence of conditions critical to the existence of a market. First, market theory requires the existence of many small buyers and sellers acting with perfect information and equality of bargaining power. These conditions seldom, if ever, exist in the real world. To the extent that privatization proponents argue that lack of competition will have no impact on the results they promise from private provision, they have no justification based on market theory. To be valid, any theory must be informed by empirical evidence. Therefore, privatization proponents must face up to goals than a private business. When there is no market for the services to be subcontracted, it becomes difficult to feel assured that a proper price has been set.

\begin{flushright}
Dannin, To Market, To Market, supra note 20, at 272 (citations omitted).
\end{flushright}

\textsuperscript{36} This problem of over-reliance on theory and failure to use the methods of scientific research exists throughout economics. \textsc{Michael D. Yates}, \textsc{Name the System: Inequality and Work in the Global Economy} 22--28 (2003); \textsl{see also} \textsc{The Handbook of Experimental Economics} (John H. Kagel \& Alvin E. Roth eds., 1995).

\textsuperscript{37} Panel Discussion: \textsc{The Changing Shape of Government}, 28 \textsc{Fordham Urban L.J.} 1319, 1323 (2001) [hereinafter \textsc{The Changing Shape of Government}]. To some degree this tracks arguments that can be made about the wisdom of federal versus state laws. OSHA, for example, was enacted to promote uniform health and safety standards. 29 U.S.C. §§ 651, 667 (2000).

\textsuperscript{38} For an example, see \textsc{Trebilcock \& Iacobucci}, supra note 24.
real problems, such as market failures and natural monopolies and not simply fall back on faith in markets.

However, the reaction by privatization proponents has been to argue the "market" will nonetheless provide, essentially as a matter of faith. This is a weakness of ideology not open to self-criticism and improvement based on data. They need evidence supporting their claims under the conditions that actually exist. Privatization proponents suffer by a lack of experimentation designed to test the theories. Instead, they are satisfied with being vague on crucial details of the theory and relying on idiosyncratic anecdotes rather than rigorous testing. To be credible, privatization proponents need to account for phenomena, such as persistent evidence that government services are superior to those of private contractors on both cost and quality. For example, a study of private versus public collection of tax debt found that the government collectors were ten times more efficient (based on dollars collected to dollars expended in collection) and that taxpayers' personal information was more secure with public collectors.³⁹ This significant difference in quality and cost cannot be explained only by the government's cost advantage in not needing to make a profit.⁴⁰

Finally, privatization proponents often use labeling in place of disclosure. For example, while we are told that privatization frees the public from bureaucratic regulations, we are often not told exactly which regulations are considered bureaucratic. Without that detail, regulations such as those designed to prevent cronyism and corruption might be included even though they are not universally regarded as expendable.⁴¹ Privatization proponents have also argued that attention to due process, by requiring hearings and public access to information, is nothing but "a web of bureaucratic red tape driven by concerns over process and inputs and not outcomes."⁴² But do they really believe that due process is not a value fundamental to our system?

B. ACCOUNTABILITY ARGUMENTS BY PRIVATIZATION OPPONENTS

Rather than focusing on theories, privatization opponents tend to rely on anecdotal evidence and studies that demonstrate the superiority of public provision of services. For example, they point to persistent problems of corruption and misfeasance that have plagued private con-

⁴⁰ Ellen Dannin, To Market, To Market, supra note 20, at 262.
⁴² Trebilcock & Iacobucci, supra note 24.
tracting.\textsuperscript{43} In addition, rather than making a theoretical challenge to criticisms of public accountability, they tend to provide examples where public services have been demonstrated to be superior to private provision.

When privatization opponents talk about the market, they argue that the market alone cannot provide sufficient oversight and that regulation is therefore necessary. Representative Christopher Shays pointed to a General Accounting Office report that cautioned: “any absence of robust competition, a lack of experience specifying contract results or a failure to monitor performance, can undermine privatization benefits and damage program quality.”\textsuperscript{44} In making this argument, privatization opponents present a view of the market not as an elemental force, but as a socially constructed institution. As with all social institutions, it is prone to failure and depends on rules and regulations to operate effectively. Thus, privatization opponents might agree that it can be more financially advantageous to operate with no rules other than competition for at least the short term. In the long term, however, other values, such as process values, also matter. It is therefore reasonable to trade-off some efficiency in order to ensure that the process is one that lends legitimacy to and satisfaction with the outcome. When rephrased this way, the argument is essentially one for democratic values.\textsuperscript{45}

There has been less discussion by privatization opponents about the components of accountability and the role each of these components plays. Potential components of accountability include regulations that are needed for the system’s efficient operation. Others protect against or, at least minimize, the problem of agency failure. Yet others have independent utility in providing process values or in being consonant with the processes expected of a democracy. Put another way, accountability laws give the public advance knowledge about decision-making, effective input into the decision-making process, and protections from arbitrary and unfair actions. These protections are provided through state and federal

\textsuperscript{43} Examples may be found in To Market, To Market: Reinventing Indianapolis (Ingrid Ritchie & Sheila Suess Kennedy eds., 2001); Dannin, To Market, To Market, supra note 20, at 249; see also Demone, supra note 5, at 237 (showing that in 1994, about 70% of Pentagon contractors were under investigation for major improprieties).


\textsuperscript{45} Issues of accountability and democratic values are discussed infra Parts I (C ) (5) and IV.
Freedom of Information Acts, Open Meetings Acts, Administrative Procedure Acts, and civil service regulations. These regulations protect the public welfare and purse at the point when government is considering services to be privatized; they ensure that government is accountable on the individual level; and they protect the public interest in fair treatment by the government.\textsuperscript{46} Although there are many such regulations, some critics conclude they are not sufficiently comprehensive for the problems created when contracting out public services. For example, Congressman Albert Wynn (D-Md.) recently tried to address this issue by introducing the Truthfulness, Responsibility, and Accountability in Contracting Act (H.R. 3426) to ensure that the public-private competition process is "fair" and that agencies are held accountable for the results.\textsuperscript{47}

Experience suggests that managed competition can be seen as a new form of public accountability.\textsuperscript{48} Allowing public sector workers to bid on or compete for their work has led to improved performance by public agencies.\textsuperscript{49} It can be argued that but for the threat of losing work and jobs to the private sector, these improvements would not have happened. Does the public sector need an occasional threat in order to improve, or are there other means of achieving the same end of providing the best services at the best cost?\textsuperscript{50}

Managed competition is now a part of the federal government's process set out in Circular A-76.\textsuperscript{51} The Government Accountability Office describes how managed competition functions at the federal level: "Under managed competition, a public-sector agency competes with private-sector firms to provide public-sector functions or services under a controlled or managed process. This process clearly defines the steps to be taken by government employees in preparing their own approach to


\textsuperscript{48} Until recently, public sector work was contracted out without allowing the government workers who were performing the work to bid on their own jobs. The Freedom from Government Competition Act, S. Bill 314, introduced in 1997, and S. Bill 1724, introduced in 1996, required that each agency obtain its goods and services by procurement from "private sources" and thus virtually mandated contracting out and outsourcing. S. 314 3(a), 105th Cong. (1997); S. 1724 3(a), 104th Cong. (1996). Problems with—and criticisms of—this method of contracting eventually led to the process of managed competition we see today. For a description of this history, see Dannin, To Market, To Market, supra note 20, at 297–300. Recently, Circular A-76 § 6(h)(3), (4), http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a076/a076.html, included union officers and employees within the definitions of those with the right to challenge the contents of an agency's Commercial Activities Inventory, but it is unclear whether this will allow full rights to challenge decisions.

\textsuperscript{49} Sclar, supra note 18, at 130–50.

\textsuperscript{50} An example of another type of managed competition used to create a quasi-market is discussed infra Part I (B).

\textsuperscript{51} Available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a076/a076.html; see also http://www.dla.mil/f-3/a-76/OMBCircularA-76New.html.
performing an activity. The agency’s proposal for providing the service, which includes a bid proposal for cost-estimation purposes, is useful in competing directly with private-sector bids.”52 The winner of the competition is the “most efficient organization” and entitled to perform the work for a specific period.53

C. Questions about Privatization and Accountability

While almost all parties to the discussion say they support accountability,54 they differ on whether that accountability is best provided by the market or by regulation. The debate is most often about processes. The procedural debate has focused on whether accountability is best achieved or is achievable at all through regulatory or contractual oversight rather than through unfettered market forces. Substantive issues have been less visible. They center on the liberty interest provided by a free market and less government involvement in our lives versus values of citizen participation in governance, equal protection, and due process.

Within these parameters is a far more nuanced and detailed discussion that should be taking place. That discussion should include the following issues: What do public sector accountability regulations provide as to the delivery of services? If regulation for accountability is necessary in the public sector, is it also necessary in the private sector? If so, are precisely the same regulations necessary? Does the sort of accountability vary based on factors such as the sort of services involved or those served? That is, are the same or different levels of accountability required for simple make or buy decisions versus the delivery of services for critical functions or to disadvantaged or disenfranchised populations? Could accountability requirements transform the private into the public, or would business models being advanced, as in the California Performance Review,55 make the public and private sector indistinguishable? If so, is either desirable? Moreover, what are the questions and issues that can help us in answering these questions?

1. Legitimate and Illegitimate Goals

Are there illegitimate uses of privatization? Most would agree privatization should not be used as a tool to avoid being subject to the

53 Id. at 18.
54 For some examples of those who oppose accountability, see infra text accompanying notes 187–89.
55 http://cpr.ca.gov/.
law. Yet, a natural result of privatization is the loss of constitutional restraints and rights, because they apply only to governmental actors.56

In other words, the price for increased efficiency may be the removal of many rights we value. Most fundamentally, privatization may deny or infringe on due process rights. For example, a proposal to permit child support to be collected by private collection agencies with the power to “intercept tax refunds, seize bank accounts, and trigger passport denials” may mean decisions are made without the due process standards now imposed on decision-making and by denying recourse to those injured by those decisions, unless contractors are held accountable in the same way as is the government.57

A judge recently wrote, “contracting out is a troubling way of circumventing having to deal with federal government employees and their unions,” but case law protects the government’s ability to engage in this practice.58 Do we want government to avoid complying with collective bargaining, due process rights, and First Amendment rights protecting speech, freedom of association, and barriers between church and state, or to infringe on citizens’ privacy rights by contracting with a private company to manage selected pieces of the civic enterprise?59 Are we willing to shed these rights as the quid pro quo for cost savings?60 Are we comfortable with contracting out when it allows government to write itself

56 Constitutional rights only exist where there is state action. See Harold J. Sullivan, Privatization of Public Services: A Growing Threat to Constitutional Rights, 47 PUB. ADMIN. Rev. 461 (1987) for a quick overview of the state action doctrine. See also Steve Hitov & Gill Deford, The Impact of Privatization on Litigation, 35 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 590 (2002) (discussing issues involving state action and privatization). Gillian Metzger notes that state action presumes that few private actors will be given governmental powers. Metzger, supra note 3, at 1370.

There have been some instances in which contractors have been held to government standards:

That is, privatized groups such as private prisons, for example, often are treated just as if they are government, and so they are held to the due process and cruel and unusual punishment norms to which government prisons are held. And they are even worse off because, according to the Supreme Court, their officials are not entitled to the immunities that government employed officials would have. So there is that kind of constraint.


59 Alex J. Luchenitser, Casting Aside the Constitution: The Trend Toward Government Funding of Religious Social Service Providers, 35 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 615 (2002); Minow, supra note 4, at 1267–68.

60 Sheila Suess Kennedy, Accountability: The Achilles Heel, in TO MARKET, TO MARKET: REINVENTING INDIANAPOLIS 139, 145 (Ingrid Ritchie & Sheila Suess Kennedy eds., 2001) [hereinafter Accountability].
out of the coverage of the laws—in effect, privatizing the legislative process.\footnote{Shane Harris, Watching People on Behalf of Uncle Sam, Gov't Executive, Mar. 16, 2004, at 30; Robert O'Harrow Jr., In Age of Security, Firm Mines Wealth Of Personal Data, Wash. Post, Jan. 20, 2005, at A-1.}

Within these concerns are the following questions: first, what is government versus what is not government, and second, how does privatization blur that line? There is an unexamined assumption that delivery of a service by a private entity is a business act. Privatization proponents contend that government must adopt business methods, language, and goals. So citizens become customers, and governments speak of their “core competencies.”\footnote{See Gerald H. Goldberg, Address to the California Performance Review Commission (Aug. 27, 2004), http://cprc.ca.gov/updates/archives/pdf/08_27_2004/GOLDBERG.pdf.} There is an assumption that, when a service is delivered by a private company, all the qualities of market competition exist. This, and other assumptions about how public agencies operate, may be or have already been contradicted by credible studies.\footnote{See, e.g., Hefetz & Warner, supra note 15, at 171; Mildred Warner & Amir Hefetz, Applying Market Solutions to Public Service: An Assessment of Efficiency, Equity, and Voice, 38 Urb. Aff. Rev. 70 (2002).}

Add to this the problem that, when a service is contracted out, the contractor acts as the agent of government and therefore the terms and limits of its agency cannot legally exceed the government’s power.\footnote{However, there are certainly examples where this has been done, most recently with the Department of Homeland Security’s use of private contractors to evade laws on collection of data. See infra text accompanying notes 138–39.} In addition, the contractor’s decisions, even when they are not constrained by the principal, nonetheless become governmental decisions.\footnote{See Sullivan, supra note 56, at 462. Indianapolis’ experience with privatization during the Goldsmith years provides many examples of the liability privatization can impose on the public, see Kennedy, supra note 60, at 143–44.; see also, Richmond, supra note 22, at 346–47.} AFSCME argues: “Governments cannot contract out their ‘accountability’ and will remain ultimately responsible for a contractor’s mistakes.”\footnote{American Federation of State County and Municipal Employees, AFSCME Fact Sheet—Power Tools for Fighting Privatization: Legislative Approaches to Responsible Contracting 1–2, http://www.afscme.org/private/tools05/htm (revised 2/2005).} If the contractor has the ability to impose some degree of liability on the government, then government has ceded to it discretion over the expenditure of government funds\footnote{See Ronald C. Moe, Exploring the Limits of Privatization, 47 Pub. Admin. Rev. 453, 457 (1987) (quoting Lester Salamon). Cf. Hunt v. Mo. Dep’t of Corr., 297 F.3d 735 (8th Cir. 2002) (nurses employed by a temporary agency can sue the state prison system where they were placed for violations of Title VII).} and has actually taken on more responsibility—not shed it.

How we feel about government regulation—red tape or accountability—can affect where we would place the burden of proof as to whether
a regulation is arbitrary and unreasonable or exists for a purpose. Strong privatization advocates presume that government regulation serves no useful purpose. It is therefore legitimate to avoid them by any means. But a presumption of government failure means willfully being blind to how regulation functions. Historical and current experience shows that regulations were enacted to further values most Americans support. It may be that a regulation may no longer operate to further that goal, but reaching that conclusion requires a fair-minded examination.

2. Protecting Vulnerable Populations

A major concern of accountability is the need to protect those who are the most vulnerable, those without political power who also rely heavily on government services. Those who oppose regulation contend that markets are best at protecting vulnerable populations. Privatization opponents view the matter differently. Professor Elliott Sclar observes:

[W]hen you deal with public decision-making, there is more than one right answer, but some right answers are more beneficial for some groups and some right answers are more beneficial for other groups. So the problem is we ultimately cannot avoid the politics of that. It is a large gray area.

As an urban planner, if I said, "We are going to build a parking lot by the beach to make the beach more accessible," the people who live in the town say, "Well, you have now made it less accessible to us."

So really there is no easy answer to that, and you have to try and put your values out and talk about which things you are trying to maximize, because, as I said, both sides have warts and pimples.

Critics of privatization are particularly concerned that the impact of the transformation of the American welfare state has not received adequate attention:

[E]ntrusting the most vulnerable citizens and the most delicate service tasks to private agencies is not simply a matter of choice between "making" or "buying" services. This might be the case when one considers contracting out for pencils, computer services, or strategic weapons. But when it comes to purchasing the care and
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68 See, e.g., Annec, supra note 6, at 159.
70 The Changing Shape of Government, supra note 37, at 1349.
control of drug addicts, the safety and nurturing of children, the relief of hunger and the regulation of family life (through child protective activities) from private agencies, other values than efficiency are at stake.\textsuperscript{71}

Among those who might think that contracting out is a good idea in general are some who would be concerned that certain areas should nonetheless remain in public control. For example, proposals to contract out the regulation of drug approval might endanger the public if the private agency lacks sufficient scientific knowledge, relevant experience, and independence of judgment.\textsuperscript{72} Of course, recent experience with approvals of VIOXX and other drugs shows that agencies may also fail in their missions.\textsuperscript{73}

3. Public Servants Versus Employees

Today we see a dramatic transformation of citizen attitudes toward important symbols of our country. Some refuse to display or honor the flag. Others are openly hostile to “big government.” Whereas once our public buildings were palaces of democracy, now they are unattractive structures built on the cheap. These changes reflect the public’s loss of esteem for public institutions and for public servants. These attitudes color views on the delivery of public services. At the same time, if what I see in the popular press reflects public opinion, popular admiration for entrepreneurs and commerce seems high.

These popular sentiments may affect feelings about privatization, but have little relevance to the issues involved in deciding whether public services should be provided directly or through private contractors:

First, public employees generally have less incentive to behave opportunistically than external suppliers, who can capture profits from cutting corners. Thus, all other things being equal, governments will need to expend greater effort monitoring private contractors than their own employees. Second, since governments do not control the internal operation of the private firm as they do in the public sector, they have less information about the activities for which they are contracting. This lack of information becomes especially important because agency-cost economics assumes not only that contracting parties will have conflicting interests, but also that they will pursue the interests through guile, such as calculated ef-

\textsuperscript{71} Steven Rathsge Smith & Michael Lipsky, Nonprofits for Hire 11 (1993).
\textsuperscript{72} Curran, supra note 27, at 185–86.
\textsuperscript{73} http://www.fda.gov/cder/drug/infopage/COX2/default.htm.
forts to mislead and confuse. Accordingly, governments must again devote more resources to overcome this form of opportunistic behavior than they would if negotiating with their employees. Thus, contracting out often may create more costs, in the form of increased monitoring and negotiation, than it is likely to save.\footnote{Fruth, supra note 30, at 533–34.}

4. \textit{Citizens or Customers?}

Governments at all levels are trying to model themselves after the private sector, as evidenced by the use of “customer” to describe those whom public agencies serve.\footnote{See \textit{e.g.}, \textit{The Cal. Performance Rev: Creating the First 21st Century Government in America}, http://cpr.ca.gov/ (last visited Sept. 29, 2005) [hereinafter \textit{The Cal. Performance Rev}]; Richmond, supra note 22, at 352–54; \textit{One Stop Reporting: Linking Employers to Child Support Customer Service}, http://www.policy-studies.com/markets/child_support/linky_sub.asp; Official Nebraska Government Website, http://www.hhs.state.ne.us/svc/employeroutreach/qa.htm. See discussion infra, part III. See also Sheila Susz Kennedy, \textit{Governning a City: Thirty-Two Years, in To Market, To Market: Reinventing Indianapolis} 63, 71 (Ingrid Ritchie & Sheila S. Kennedy eds., 2001); Minow, supra note 4, at 1253–54.} The substitution of the term customer for citizen signifies a radical reworking of the relationship between the people and their government. It moves us far from a country that is still founded on these values: “We the people of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America.”\footnote{U.S. Const. pmbl.} It transforms this relationship into one in which government becomes essentially a holding company whose purpose is to funnel money and the delivery of services to customers.\footnote{\textit{Matthew A. Crenson \& Benjamin Ginsberg, Downsizing Democracy: How America Sidelined its Citizens and Privatized its Public} 198–233 (2004).} If the public is no more than customers, then government’s only role is to perform quality control, that is, to ensure that value is received for money spent. On the contrary, when the public is viewed as citizens, then their relationship to their government is not just about providing services. It is part of the act of governing and is therefore more complex and nuanced.

5. \textit{Oversight as a Reflection of Democratic Values}

What are the appropriate and meaningful levels of monitoring of and accountability for how services are provided? The level of monitoring needed by a complex organization as well as the full impact of ensuring accountability may not be obvious.\footnote{Demone, supra note 5, at 228–29.} For example, the General
Accounting Office has recommended against fully privatizing any service, because effective accountability means government must retain enough in-house competence to monitor or retrieve the work if necessary.\textsuperscript{79} The problem is more complex than merely losing work to a competitor. Government is not just an actor in the market. Being unable to monitor work or retrieve it may mean a loss of functions necessary to the act of governing.

Another way to look at privatization and its impact on democratic values is the issue of costs and benefits. It is easier to see accountability and regulation as a cost, rather than as a benefit, to the public. Regulation and oversight slow decision-making and narrow the range of options. However, if government services are provided by a democratic government, their delivery should be infused with democratic values, such as voice, due process, equal protection, inclusiveness, and checks on the improper exercise of power.\textsuperscript{80}

Proponents of privatization say they are not against accountability; rather, they differ as to where, when, and how accountability takes place. In short, accountability in the private sector may not take the same form as in the public sector but, nonetheless, be wholly sufficient. They want to use the market to bring efficiency and cost savings to the provision of government services. The problem, however, is how do we preserve democratic values? Can and should private contractors be held accountable through means in addition to the market? Is there true accountability that differs from the way government is held accountable? If not, and contractors must be held to the higher standard imposed on government, how can this be accomplished? Finally, what is the impact of contracting out on the polity, on citizenship in a democracy, and on membership in a democratic community?

To answer these questions, we need first to examine the role of government regulation for the delivery of services. Second, if regulation is valuable in the public sector, is it needed when a service is delivered by a private agent? Third, if so, are there alternate mechanisms to achieve desirable results in the private sector?

\section*{II. ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE DELIVERY OF PUBLIC SERVICES}

Accountability may seem to be no more than mere technicalities, but accountability actually raises issues that go to the heart of citizenship and democracy. It includes "the power relationships between the parties—public or private—and the kinds of information flows that we, as

\textsuperscript{79} Id. at 209.

\textsuperscript{80} Kennedy, Accountability, supra note 60, at 144–45.
citizens, need to understand whether our public functions are being carried out in humane and effective ways." There are many ways in which these issues could be explored. Here, they are divided into pre-decision and post-decision—or impact—accountability. Pre-decision accountability includes timely and full access to information that a decision is being considered, information as to the nature of the decision, and participation in the decision-making process as an interested party, witness, or decision-maker. Post-decision—or impact—accountability focuses on the point at which an adverse result may occur. It includes information about the quality of a service that has been delivered and the opportunity and ability to effectively hold the decision-maker accountable.

Accountability has both substantive and procedural elements that are designed to prevent agency failure. One of the great contributions of United States law has been elevating fair and open procedures to rights of constitutional status. Laws that provide public input into decision-making when policy is set are intended to ensure that government officials do not abuse their power and that they comply with laws and standards; to prevent secret government; and to encourage the exercise of discretion in a rational manner. It is easy to see and value substantive outcomes; they are more visible, especially when the focus is solely on cost. In this country, learning to appreciate the value of process is an important part of a lawyer's and a citizen's education.

Substance and procedure are linked in providing accountability. For example, public access to decision-making not only provides a basis for influencing decisions and challenging them after they are made, it also creates evidence and provides information that can be used in the course of those processes. Alternatively, consider the poster child for privatization: the time-serving government bureaucrat who is protected by civil service laws. Putting aside whether the stereotype is accurate, protecting government workers can protect the public welfare by ensuring public employees are shielded from inappropriate pressure. Public workers are forbidden from having conflicts of interest with their jobs; they may be fired for conduct that harms the mission of their agency but may not be fired unless the dismissal promotes the efficiency of the service. They are protected from pressure to support a particular politician or political
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83 Annen, supra note 6, at 167. Some laws currently require that certain functions be performed by employees protected by merit or civil service systems. See, e.g., AFSCME Fact Sheet, supra note 66.
84 Moe, supra note 67, at 456.
party.\textsuperscript{87} Nondiscrimination provisions, which have historically mandated that government seek members of disadvantaged groups,\textsuperscript{88} have helped raise the living standards of those groups' members. They have also made this more a government of the people, whose employees understand the needs of diverse constituents.

A. PRE-DECISION ACCOUNTABILITY

Pre-decision accountability includes rights to information, access, and influence over governmental decisions.\textsuperscript{89} It ensures that someone can be held accountable and provides accountability by giving access to the decision-making process.

1. Who is Accountable?

We cannot have accountability unless we know who is to be held accountable and to whom they are accountable.\textsuperscript{90} Knowing the identity of who makes decisions about public services is linked to the execution of nondelegation laws that forbid governments from delegating governmental power.\textsuperscript{91} Gillian Metzger observes that the Constitution’s separation of powers and due process requirements prohibit the government from delegating certain types of powers to private hands and that private delegation risks placing government power outside constitutional controls\textsuperscript{92} and can ultimately subvert constitutional duties and rights. If it is impossible to determine who is providing a service, then it is impossible

\textsuperscript{88} Curran, supra note 27, at 195–196.
\textsuperscript{89} For those who want more detailed information on each of the laws discussed, many useful articles and books that discuss laws on public accountability can be found in the citations in this article.
\textsuperscript{90} See generally, Richmond, supra note 22, at 344–347.
\textsuperscript{91} Colorado law demands considering whether privatizing a particular service would mean the improper delegation of a state function, see Col. Rev. Stat. §24-50-503(1)(f)(II) (2004); Daniel Guttman, Public Purpose and Private Service: The Twentieth Century Culture of Contracting Out and the Evolving Law of Diffused Sovereignty, 52 Admin. L. Rev. 859, 861 (Summer 2002); Dru Stevenson, Privatization of Welfare Services: Delegation by Commercial Contract, 45 Ariz. L. Rev. 83, 94–95 (2003). "Delegations of governmental power in general must function within certain parameters and limitations, embodied in the nondelegation doctrine and the Due Process Clause." Id. at 94 (citation omitted). "When a legislature delegates authority to an administrative agency, the separation of powers doctrine will most likely be brought to bear on the analysis of the delegation." Id. at 94 n.50 (citation omitted). "Delegations from a state to municipalities can implicate the state constitutional scheme for municipal charters, a state constitutional 'ripper clause,' which is a state-constitution clause restricting the relationship between state and municipal governments, found in Pennsylvania, California, Colorado, Montana, New Jersey, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming" Id. at 95 n.51 (citation omitted).

\textsuperscript{92} Metzger, supra note 3, at 1370.
to know whether nondelegation laws have been violated and constitutional rights are being denied.

More than we may realize, decisions we think of as governmental are being made by private entities.

Asked by Senator David Pryor (D-Arkansas) if other government contractors were performing "inherently governmental functions"—deciding where and how to spend taxpayer money and exercising judgment on matters of due process—a GAO report responded with a resounding yes. In just a few agencies it found dozens of examples.\(^{93}\)

The government agency responsible for specific functions is a matter of public record. Normally, it is easy to find the names of city council members and the personnel running public agencies, their office addresses, phone numbers, and other contact and oversight information. But government itself can be arranged so as to disguise the identity of agencies and thus deny public access and thwart accountability. As part of his privatization and reorganization of Indianapolis, Mayor Goldsmith renamed departments in such a way as to make their responsibilities unclear and engaged in such constant reorganization, that it was difficult to locate responsibility.\(^{94}\)

Contracting out public services allows the contractor to hide behind a government front. The fact that government is not performing a function may not be publicized or even easily discovered. For example, what appears to be a government webpage may actually be controlled and operated by a private contractor. This includes not only static information pages, but also web pages the public must use to communicate with the government.\(^{95}\) Nothing about the page reveals that private information is being given to anyone but the government. As a result, this leaves the

\(^{93}\) Shenk, supra note 20, at 19.

\(^{94}\) William Blomquist, Organizational Change as a Management Tool: Mayor Goldsmith's Approach, in To Market, To Market: Reinventing Indianapolis 77, 81–82 (Ingrid Ritchie & Shelia Sues Kennedy eds., 2001).


To see such a system in action, go to http://www.cortidesignhost.com/maximus/childsupport/links.htm, and play with the links. They will take you to pages that appear to be official government pages. But are they?
public with no information about who is providing the services. If a private contractor revealed the private information it had collected, an injured member of the public would have limited recourse, as a practical matter. Not only would the citizen lack the information necessary to hold that wrongdoer accountable, it would appear that the government caused the injury.

2. Pre-Decision Accountability Through Procedural Access

Public agencies are subject to a web of laws and constitutional duties that mandate that they give notice and information of contemplated actions and an opportunity for the public to respond and participate. Government actors must make decisions in ways that do not violate constitutional requirements in the Bill of Rights. This obligation is enforceable through a § 1983 suit, due process notice and hearing requirements, federal and state administrative procedure acts requiring notice and comment rule making, and fair procedures plus judicial review of agency action; federal and state freedom of information acts; and open records and open meeting or “sunshine” acts.

These laws mean that when government provides a service, the public may participate in deciding how the service will be provided and in evaluating how it was provided by serving on a committee or board, by testifying at a public hearing, or by providing other evidence to decision-makers. Testimony also creates a record that can be held up to public scrutiny once a decision is made, thus establishing a basis for the effective exercise of substantive rights. Decision-makers who have access to information such as this may be saved from making costly errors. While participation may affect the substance of decisions, fostering a sense of citizen empowerment may be even more important.
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Despite the advantages access provides by ensuring wise decisions and
government accountability, some states, nonetheless, limit the voices
they will hear regarding decisions to contract out. A study of state stat-
utes found that accountability during contracting out was often expressly
limited.\footnote{Dannin, To Market, To Market, supra note 20, at 302–07.} The statutes limited information that could be considered to
that which favored privatization,\footnote{Id. at 302–03.} limited those who could make deci-
sions about contracting out to proponents of privatization,\footnote{Id. at 304–05.} or even
mandated contracting out.\footnote{Id. at 263. Recently, Chris Jahn, president of the Contract Services Association of
America, criticized federal privatization competitions as being defective on the ground that
under those rules, 98% were won by the public sector workers. Jahn said the rules were “a
465 (May 18, 2004).}

No one argues for regulation purely for its own sake. Rather, histori-
cally, serious problems with contracting led to regulation. Yet we seem
to have forgotten those lessons today. The federal government, for exam-
ple, has been excluding knowledgeable and interested parties from rais-
ing concerns before services are contracted out or from challenging
decisions. Such federal laws permit and even encourage abuse.

For example, the Defense Department awarded a contract to a pri-
ivate contractor based on a $31.8 million calculation error.\footnote{DOD IG Finds $32 Million, supra note 22. See also OFF. OF THE INSPECTOR GEN. OF
THE DEP’T OF DEF., Infrastructure and Environment: Public/Private Competition for the De-
fense Finance and Accounting Service Military Retired and Annuitant Pay Functions (D-2003-
056), supra note 22.} The decision to contract out assumed savings of $1.9 million, when, in fact, it
would have been $29.9 million cheaper for government to have kept the
work in-house.\footnote{DOD IG Finds $32 Million, supra note 22.} There were also inadequate standards in seven of ten
performance requirements that made it impossible to evaluate the con-
tractor’s performance and hold it accountable for deficiencies. Ironically,
much of the blame was due to errors by a private consultant.\footnote{Id; see also DEF. INFRASTRUCTURE, supra note 13.} According

\footnote{DOD IG Finds $32 Million, supra note 22.} Without processes that can be used to bring the error to light,
taxpayers might have continued to be overcharged had it not been for
three congressional representatives who applied pressure to re-examine the contract.\footnote{Id. On April 19, the General Accounting Office dismissed five protests involving decisions to contract out work to the private sector under OMB Circular A-76, on the grounds that no representative of an in-house competitor can be considered an "interested party" eligible to protest a decision to contract out. Michael P. Bruno, \textit{Collins Offers Bill Giving Federal Workers Right to Protest A-76 Actions to GAO}, 42 \textit{Gov't Empl. Rel. Rep.} (BNA) No.2060, at 491 (May 25, 2004).}

Despite this experience, one year later, the same defective process was still in place, and nothing had been set up to prevent fraud and error. In this case, the government had planned to contract out security jobs at an Agricultural Department research center without holding a formal competition. It finally was persuaded that the law required it to run at least a streamlined competition. Even then, contracting out was almost assured, because the government based the existing costs of security on double the number of security jobs actually used at the facility. This meant that any contractor's bid would certainly be far lower.\footnote{Louis C. LaBrecque, \textit{USDA Office of Inspector General Is Auditing Decision to Outsource Research Site Security}, 42 \textit{Gov't Empl. Rel. Rep.} (BNA) No.2056, at 398 (Apr. 27, 2004). On April 19, 2004, the General Accounting Office ruled that unions and individual federal employees do not have the right to protest agency outsourcing decisions to the GAO. \textit{In re Dan Duefene}, \textit{Gov't Acct. Off. Case No.B-293590.2 (Apr. 19, 2004); Federal Unions Deal Blow as GAO Dismisses A-76 Outsourcing Protests}, 42 \textit{Gov't Empl. Rel. Rep.} (BNA) No.2056, at 397 (Apr. 27, 2004).} Again, this fraud was uncovered and challenged only because employees and their union asked Senators to intervene and request an investigation. The procedures then in Circular A-76 gave federal employees and their unions no regular procedure to challenge the contracting process.\footnote{In re Dan Duefene, \textit{supra} note 112; \textit{Federal Unions Deal Blow as GAO Dismisses A-76 Outsourcing Protests}, \textit{supra} note 112. See LaBrecque, \textit{supra} note 112. The Senate responded to these problems by passing legislation on June 14, 2004, that gave two Defense Department officials—the agency tender official (ATO) and the representative chosen by the affected federal employees, the most efficient organization (MEO)—the right to challenge agency decisions to contract out work under OMB Circular A-76. The House, however, had no correlated bill pending. \textit{Senate Backs GAO Protest Rights for Feds, Bans DOD Streamlined A-76 Competitions}, 42 \textit{Gov't Empl. Rel. Rep.} (BNA) No.2064, at 595 (June 22, 2004). This issue has been the subject of discussion but has yet to be adequately resolved.}

Some might argue that events in both these cases demonstrate that unions and workers do not need regulation to ensure that the right decision is ultimately made. They can, instead, go to a sympathetic representative or senator whose pressure will expose fraud, incompetence, and waste. It is unlikely that such a simplistic argument would be made, because it is obvious that relying on such a haphazard procedure places the public purse, public welfare, and national security at too great a risk. The public is much more likely to demand effective processes to prevent and catch abuse, and only systematic procedures can do this.
Furthermore, having to undo errors is far more costly than not making them in the first place. In each of these cases there were costs involved in time spent lobbying members of Congress, who, in turn, had to spend time making demands on the executive branch to investigate. In addition to the cost of the investigation, there is a cost to restore the status quo ante. None of this takes into account the personal toll on employees who wrongfully lost jobs. In the first case, adequate post-decision accountability procedures would have caught serious errors. In the second, the lack of accountability, coupled with the money involved, may itself have encouraged fraud.\footnote{On June 2, 2004, Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) offered an amendment to curb the Defense Department’s competitive sourcing initiative by all but eliminating use of the streamlined process under Circular A-76. In addition, the amendment would: require a public-private competition under the revised circular before outsourcing for any DOD function performed by 10 or more civilian employees, including a most efficient organization plan; require the private sector to beat the government’s bid by 10 percent, or $10 million, whichever is less; prevent contractors from scaling back or not offering health benefits to become more cost-competitive, so that comparative savings resulting from “inferior” health benefits would not count toward the cost difference of the bids; and prohibit DOD from modifying, reworking, updating, or otherwise changing a function so that it is technically performed by fewer than 10 workers so as to meet streamlined conversion rules.\textit{Kennedy Offers Amendment to Curb DOD Competitive Sourcing, Promote Fed Workers}, 42 Gov’t Empl. Rel. Rep. (BNA) No.2062, at 541 (June 8, 2004). The amendment does not include a provision, included in a house bill, that both DOD civilian and contractor employees should enjoy “comparable treatment” throughout the competition, including access to relevant data and legal standing before the General Accounting Office and the U.S. Court of Federal Claims. See id. Senate Governmental Affairs Committee Chairman Susan Collins (R-Maine) May 19 introduced legislation that would grant certain federal employees the right to protest federal agencies’ public-private competition results at the General Accounting Office. See Bruno, supra note 111. Michael Wynne, acting undersecretary of defense, opposed giving federal employees equal rights with private sector contractors to challenge public-private work competitions held pursuant to Office of Management and Budget Circular A-76. See DOD Opposes Acquisition Workforce Cuts, Federal Worker Full A-76 Protest Rights, 42 Gov’t Empl. Rel. Rep. (BNA) No.2059, at 466 (May 18, 2004).} Long experience has shown that when temptations to shirk or defraud exist, we need a binding web of laws to ensure accountability. Yet, despite this painfully acquired knowledge, many are committed to keeping the contracting out process secret and preventing participation, thus depriving the public of access at the critical moment. "For example, as a means of fostering competition, the National Association of State Procurement Officials (NASPO) recommends that bids be considered confidential until the bidding period is closed and that all information about the evaluation of bids and bidders be treated as confidential until an award is made. Even after opening, disclosure obligations may be qualified by a desire to preserve bidders’ proprietary information."\footnote{Diller, \textit{Revolution in Welfare Administration}, supra note 46, at 1200.}
With no access to information, it is impossible to make a successful challenge and even more impossible to know whether or not a challenge should be made. If those most knowledgeable, such as the workers whose work is being contracted out, cannot participate in the process of decision-making, who else will be motivated and competent to participate and ensure decisions are not made on faulty information or for bad motives?

In addition to barring public employee participation, courts have limited standing to challenge decisions. Standing builds accountability by ensuring that those who are involved in lawsuits have a real interest in the case and will thus prosecute their positions vigorously. A court may find that the harm a plaintiff alleges is not a legally protected interest because it is not concrete and particularized or is not actual or imminent. However, these standing requirements are being used to bar even interested litigants from bringing genuine lawsuits on matters that affect the public interest. These rulings have virtually made decisions to contract unchallengeable.

In *Jones v. United States*, the court held that four civilian employees and their union could not challenge the Air Force’s decision to contract out the civil engineering function at Hanscom Air Force Base because they lacked standing. The court found no standing to challenge a decision to contract out their own jobs, because the plaintiffs were not deprived of any constitutionally protected property interest: (1) government regulations in Circular A-76 and Air Force Pamphlet 26-12 stated that employees had no property rights in their jobs and (2) it was not certain that the employees would lose their jobs if the work were contracted out, and unless they did, they could not prove they were injured.

On April 4, 2003, National Park Service Director Fran Mainella stated that the National Park Service would have to reduce visitor services and make other cutsbacks in order to meet the Bush administration’s goals for holding public-private competitions for federal jobs. The jobs to be contracted out included maintenance and administrative positions and hundreds of archaeologists, biologists, and historians. Two thou-
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sand jobs were potentially involved, but the workers currently holding them had no standing to challenge the decision under the reasoning of *Jones v. United States*. The decision also might affect Park Service efforts to ethnically diversify its workforce and may lessen park visitors’ quality of experience in the absence of the park archaeologists, biologists, and historians. But under the straitened interpretation given to standing, neither the incumbent employees, their union, those wanting to prevent lost workforce diversity, nor past or potential future visitors would have standing to challenge the decision. Who then can enforce accountability?

The services being contracted out are often so complex that expert, motivated input must be included in order to protect the public’s interests. Consider recent plans to privatize the collection of federal taxes. In early 2003, Internal Revenue Service Commissioner Mark Everson told the House Ways and Means Oversight Subcommittee that the IRS planned to use private collection agencies to collect tax debts. The IRS employees’ union, National Treasury Employees Union (NTEU), opposed the plan on the ground that it would cost taxpayers more money than having the work done by IRS employees and would jeopardize the rights and privacy of thousands of taxpayers. The NTEU cited an IRS study that had estimated that spending an additional $296 million to hire more IRS compliance employees to focus on accounts receivable would result in additional collections of $9.47 billion in known tax debts per year—a return of $31 for every dollar spent—in comparison with private contracting collection efforts that would cost $3.25 billion to collect $13 billion—a return of $3 for every dollar spent. In addition, a 1996 pilot test of private tax debt collection found that contractors had violated the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and failed to protect the security of sensitive taxpayer information.
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121 IRS, NTEU Trade Arguments at House Hearing on Privatizing Collections of Overdue Taxes, supra note 39. On June 17, 2004, the House approved hiring private tax collectors, despite objections that it would be wiser to allocate adequate money to allow the IRS to hire tax collectors. House Approves Export Tax Measure Allowing Private Contractor Tax Collection, 42 Gov’t Empl. Rel. Rep. (BNA) No.2064, at 597 (June 22, 2004).

122 IRS, NTEU Trade Arguments at House Hearing on Privatizing Collections of Overdue Taxes, supra note 39, at 550.

123 Id. On March 22, 2005, six former employees of Mellon Financial Services were indicted on charges they had destroyed federal tax returns and payments so that their employer, a private contractor, would appear to have met its performance deadlines. They first hid, and then destroyed, the 80,000 unprocessed federal tax returns, documents, and checks worth more than $1 billion in an attempt to conceal failure to meet an IRS deadline for processing taxpayer returns, payments, and vouchers. The missing tax returns and payments were discovered when taxpayers began calling the IRS to find out why their checks had not yet been cashed. NTEU Says Mellon Case Evidences Problems In Outsourcing Federal Tax Administration, 43 Gov’t Empl. Rel. Rep. (BNA) No.2102, at 325 (Apr. 5, 2005).
These studies identify serious concerns affecting citizen financial and personal well being. In contrast, a study that was limited only to the cost of the private contractor's service versus money returned to the treasury would find that the private service could pay for itself. It would, however, have missed the more important fact that the government collection was far more efficient and could return ten times more money to the Treasury as compared to the cost of collection. It would also have overlooked serious misfeasance. If the federal employees and their unions are barred from presenting a fuller version of the facts, an inadequate decision that failed to protect the public purse might be made. Unfortunately, no one may have standing even to introduce this information under current law, except a contractor who loses a bid.\textsuperscript{124}

It should be no surprise that standing and the ability to challenge contracting decisions are limited. Until recently, government contracted for more limited sorts of products and services, so scrutiny during the bidding process could be adequate with only controls against fraud. This crabbed view of accountability may not be adequate, though, when the procurement is for more complex services. Rules governing public procurement are principally directed to protect the integrity of the competitive process. They have never been designed to solicit public input in creating the policy. They do not ask to what jobs the program is leading people, or what the indicators are that training in these welfare-to-work vendor contracts actually increases employment levels. Procurement procedures generally fail as a vehicle for public participation in the development of contract specifications, the selection of contractors, or the enforcement of contract terms.\textsuperscript{125}

Increasingly, the quality of accountability may be affected by the degree to which those who have an interest in challenging contracting decisions are barred from doing so. Some might argue that there is no point in eliciting the views of public employees, because they will predictably be obstructionist. However, Representative John L. Mica (R-

\textsuperscript{124} Clayton P. Gillette & Paul B. Stephan, Constitutional Limitations on Privatization, 46 AM. J. COMP. L. 481, 491 (1998). Gillette and Stephan suggest that giving public employees the right to challenge these decisions is one way to give them rights that approximate WARN Act rights in the public sector. Id. at 491–92. Recent changes in standing under Circular A-76 are discussed, infra note 126.

\textsuperscript{125} Remarks by Barbara L. Bezdek at Panel Discussion: Public Oversight of Public/Private Partnerships, supra note 56, at 1366–67 (2001); Bezdek, Contractual Welfare, supra note 96.
Fla), then chairman of the House Government Reform and Oversight Subcommittee on Civil Service, contended that federal employees should have the chance to challenge cost-saving claims.\textsuperscript{126} Challenging claims in such a context and forcing claimants to provide good information is a vital way to protect the public interest. Certainly, no one has greater knowledge of the details of how work is performed than those who do that work. The incumbent employees are therefore those best suited to notice missing or incorrect information.

B. POST-DECISION OR IMPACT ACCOUNTABILITY

Regulations provide many tools for post-decision accountability, but when it comes to privatization, many of these are lost. As discussed above, there are virtually no formal processes to challenge decisions to contract out once made. This void essentially leaves only the market mechanisms of competition to ensure outcomes once a service is privatized.\textsuperscript{127} Privatization proponents claim that the market's neutral, impersonal forces improve the delivery of public services through "market forces [that] often compel private firms to act as though governed by public accountability rules."\textsuperscript{128}

This theoretical construct is intriguing and attractive, but in reality its essential premises often do not exist. For example, a private contractor may not actually be subject to market discipline in even the most basic sense. This is most common when a service will be or can only be provided through a single entity, and most problematic when complex services are to be provided through that single entity. One solution that has been pursued is using managed competition to mimic a market. When San Diego County privatized its welfare-to-work program, it divided the work to be performed among San Diego County, Catholic Charities, Lockheed Martin, and Maximus. Each was assigned a specific geographic part of the county, each of which differed in significant ways from the others.\textsuperscript{129} This design meant that the various players were not competing with one another, since customers were not selecting from whom they purchased goods or services. Welfare recipients could not shop around for the best welfare-to-work service vendor. While it might be argued that the vendors were aware that their performance would be measured against their "competitors," this was not real competition. The

\textsuperscript{126} Unions Say Contracting Out Cuts Services, Saves No Money, 191 DAILY LAB. REP. (BNA) A9 (Oct. 2, 1997).
\textsuperscript{127} Trebilcock & Iacobucci, supra note 24, at 1447-48.
\textsuperscript{128} Id. at 1448.
populations, geography, and infrastructure of the different regions were varied enough to render meaningful comparison difficult and expensive. This also meant that if a vendor was to be disciplined at all, that discipline could only come through imposed oversight and accountability, not the market. The nature of that oversight depended on the content of the criteria used, the methods by which they were imposed, and the skill of the regulators. In short, while the work was being performed in the private sector, it was not subject to anything resembling market forces.

The San Diego study also found that, in order to create a substitute for the market, complex and expensive recordkeeping requirements, essentially feedback loops, had to be created. The study noted:

These are complex services that are difficult to monitor and therefore create high transaction costs. Attempts so far at creating a competitive model and monitoring the work of private vendors has exacerbated the demand for paperwork, reduced the amount of professional contact with clients, and eroded the professional status of caseworkers. Moreover, the contract operations division, and other departments within the County, are increasingly devoting staff time to negotiate contracts, ensure contract compliance, dealing with contractor contingencies, processing payments, and so forth. This is driving up the administrative costs linked to this model.\textsuperscript{130}

The study also found “significant conversion costs associated with managed competition, including the upgrade of the County information system, the loss of skilled employees, organizational start-up and employee training costs for private vendors,” and perverse incentives to dis-qualify clients for aid.\textsuperscript{131}

The best evidence was that no data showed that the private vendors were more cost efficient than the public sector and some data showed that the private vendors had average higher costs per job placement. The average ratio of job placements to total clients was higher in the public sector, and the proportion of job takers in unsubsidized employment was higher in the public sector. Disqualification of welfare recipients was significantly higher for private vendors, and most private vendors used former County employees, thus failing to introduce new expertise to the

\textsuperscript{130} Roland Zullo, \textit{In Search of the Silver Lining}, supra note 129.

\textsuperscript{131} \textit{Id.} at 14 (explaining that the true costs of the service were not used in assessing the results of the study, but if they had been, would have included “conversion costs related to the transfer of assets and personnel, in addition to the transaction costs associated with the contract operations division, the added paperwork,” and other oversight functions that would not have been necessary under public operation).
delivery of services. Even more troubling, given these findings, was the difficulty the investigator had in gaining access to data connected with the program. San Diego County took more than a year to comply with data requests. Ensuring accountability is difficult if interested parties cannot “have access to data to allow for competing interpretations of these policies and full public disclosure.”

The experience with the San Diego program was not unique, except that it received the attention of a skilled and determined researcher. Decades into the movement for privatization, basic problems with oversight and accountability occur at every level. For example, a survey of local governments found that, in 2002, fewer than half had used systematic evaluations of private service delivery. In those that did, cost was the most common criterion (87%), while attention to citizen satisfaction—the substitute for a market’s customers—was only used as a criterion 30% of the time. Cost may have been the focus because it is easier and less expensive to measure than qualitative criteria. However, when cost is the only focus, it fails to ensure that value has been received for the money.

If accountability matters, we should be concerned that most states lack any regularized oversight of contracting. Some privatization proponents acknowledge that “privatization sometimes leads to abuse, but they argue that improving the contracting process and better monitoring can eliminate most problems.” But if privatization does not intrinsically offer market discipline, then what does it offer? One advantage private contractors have is that they can take actions that laws—a/k/a red

132 See id.
133 See id.
134 See Warner & Hefetz, supra note 12, at 15.
135 See OMB Says 17.595 Jobs Studied in FY 2003, Saving $1.1 Billion; Unions Dispute Figures, 42 Gov’t Empl. Rel. Rep. (BNA) No.2061, at 517 (June 1, 2004) (explaining that the Office of Management and Budget concluded that there were savings in FY 2003 of $1.1 billion by estimating that the federal government pays approximately $77,000 per civilian FTE in salary and benefits, and that the government would save about $12,000 per FTE over the next three to five years. The cost of the competitions was $5000 per FTE. Unions challenged these figures on the grounds that they did not fully account for the costs of running competitive sourcing studies; did not factor in time in-house staff spent working on job competitions; did not consider the cost of diverting employees from performing their agencies’ missions in order to comply with the privatization mandate; were based on projections and not on experience; and grossly overestimated the pay for a government FTE, because most federal work being considered for privatization is performed by lower-paid, blue-collar employees whose average yearly salary and benefits come to less than $77,000); see also OMB to Provide Competitive Sourcing Summary, 42 Gov’t Empl. Rel. Rep. (BNA) No.2059, at 466 (May 18, 2004) (anecdotal reporting on privatization).
136 See Dannin, To Market, To Market, supra note 20, at 254.
137 See Privatization—Background, supra note 34. See also Vecoli, supra note 34, at 246–248 (giving a brief survey of the typical rhetoric on each side of the debate).
tape—forbid public entities from taking.\textsuperscript{138} For example, the Department of Homeland Security and three dozen other federal agencies have used ChoicePoint’s services to gather information on private citizens that federal law bars them from collecting.\textsuperscript{139}

Privatization provides an escape hatch that has allowed government agencies to contract out of the law. If we do not want laws enforced, then we should repeal them and not permit backdoor evasions of law. Are we less concerned by the harms these laws were meant to prevent just because they are farmed out to the private sector? If we do not want to rebalance public versus private interests when services are contracted out,\textsuperscript{140} we may need to apply laws that were put in place to regulate government to private contractors.\textsuperscript{141} A need for this may already exist in cases that are far more subtle. For example, a contractor may determine who will receive what level of tax funded services without having to follow the due process of law requirements of the Fifth or Fourteenth Amendments. At the same time, should employees of such agencies dare publicly to challenge their practices, First Amendment free speech rights will not protect them from summary dismissal. If due process requirements governing eligibility determinations for government-delivered services appear to produce inefficiencies, lifting them entirely through reliance on private service delivery may produce unacceptable inequities. If protections for whistle blowers in the public sector sometimes prove inadequate, it must be remembered that in the private sector no such protections exist.\textsuperscript{142}

Some might argue that privatization will make public officials more accountable by making cost and quality more visible through the contracting process. This contention is based on the idea that privatization requires government to set and reveal performance goals and measurement criteria. However, private contractors advocate for laws that protect the details of their bids from public disclosure,\textsuperscript{143} thus styming oversight by limiting access to relevant information. Governments have also used the privatization process to hide costs and quality defects\textsuperscript{144} from a public who might express displeasure at the next election if it had access to

\textsuperscript{138} See The Changing Shape of Government, supra note 37, at 1323–24.

\textsuperscript{139} See Harris, supra note 61. See also O’Harrow Jr., supra note 61. In 2000, the State of Florida wrongfully disenfranchised 8000 people because ChoicePoint provided false information that they were felons. See Harris, supra note 61.

\textsuperscript{140} See The Changing Shape of Government, supra note 37, at 1330–31.

\textsuperscript{141} Oddly, Melia says that private companies that contract to perform child support enforcement must obey the same rules and federal regulations as the state agencies that have contracted out the work. Melia, supra note 25.

\textsuperscript{142} Sullivan, supra note 56, at 466.

\textsuperscript{143} Diller, Revolution in Welfare Administration, supra note 46, at 1200.

\textsuperscript{144} Fruth, supra note 30, at 525–26.
the facts. The problems with contracting out under A-76 procedures are not limited to those described above.

[In privatization,] government officials lose the ability to respond to public accountability when they have tied their hands through contractual agreements. The contract memorializes an agreement that may be expensive to break.

Governments also may use the contractor as a scapegoat to avoid accountability. Even without explicitly trying to pass blame, government may appear less connected with the provision of the service when private companies dole out government service, because the public may be less likely to associate the government with the service. Privatization also poses a danger to accountability by fragmenting the government into an array of contracts. Critics have noted if government were reduced to mere contracts, it would lose its capacity to learn and adapt. Taken together, these considerations suggest that increasing accountability should not be considered a major driver in the privatization field.

In addition to serious problems such as outright fraud, providing services always entails some element of interpretation and discretion that may cause the execution to differ from what was intended. For example, employees may have idiosyncratic procedures, be more or less effective, be biased against certain people or groups of people, or even be incompetent. Staffers can alter the very nature of a service by the manner in which they dispense or withhold advice, encouragement, or understanding of clients’ needs. At their extreme, this can create a de facto denial of service. As a result, effective review of the ways in which services are provided entails ensuring accountability for subtle deviations and recognizing that a service has not been provided and that, as a result, there is an adverse impact that requires redress.

---

145 See Kennedy, Accountability, supra note 60, at 140.
147 The Changing Shape of Government, supra note 37, at 1353–54.
149 Cf. The Changing Shape of Government, supra note 37, at 1338. The right to sue a public entity may not necessarily be as expansive as might be otherwise imagined. Govern-
Effective oversight is difficult. It has consistently been found to be the weakest part of contracting out government work.\textsuperscript{150} One way to look at the problem is to say that we have a formalistic dichotomy into private and public. "[A]dministrative acts and public information laws generally do not apply to private contractors."\textsuperscript{151} Under this view, mere labeling affects whether accountability obligations apply. As a result, when services are contracted out, all public regulations are automatically lost. In general, public sector accountability laws will only apply to the private sector if a judge finds that there is sufficient entwinement of state and private functions for there to be state action.\textsuperscript{152}

A more rational way to approach this problem would be to use a functional distinction. If we are concerned about ensuring that a government program provides adequate disease control, that concern is not lost just because a private contractor provides the service. Yet, as things stand now, when a service is privatized, we, in effect, lose our concern about needing to be pessimistic about human behavior and therefore needing to protect ourselves.

Given that our legal system is built on a formalistic rather than a functional dichotomy and that laws governing the public sector do not


\textsuperscript{151} Remarks by Barbara L. Bezdek at Panel Discussion: Public Oversight of Public/Private Partnerships, supra note 56, at 1366–67. See also Bezdek, Contractual Welfare, supra note 96. Access to information, a crucial aspect of accountability, differs materially in the private and public sectors. The FOIA does not apply to the private sector, so crucial information needed to assess a contractor's performance may not exist or be available to those outside the firm.

apply once services are contracted out, are there ways to ensure that privatized programs perform? If this is possible, should it be done? Does the value of accountability outweigh its costs in the private sector?

III. MECHANISMS TO PROVIDE ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Theoretically, there are several routes that could be used to create accountability for privatized services. We could impose existing public sector accountability requirements on private contractors. We could create private sector accountability processes that are comparable to those in the public sector or create altogether new mechanisms specific to the private sector. Finally, if we conclude that regulating contractors is infeasible, additional accountability requirements could be imposed on government to ensure it engages in responsible contracting and oversight, in a sense regulating contractors indirectly.

All these alternatives use public sector accountability methods to construct private sector accountability. Those methods mean that we could create private analogues to Administrative Procedure Acts to provide accountability in decision-making, in adjudicating whether those decisions are valid, and in deciding whether they have been legitimately applied. We could have private sector Freedom of Information Acts, Administrative Procedure Acts, and Open Meetings or Sunshine Acts to provide information as to operations and as a basis to overturn and readdress defective decisions. We could install private sector due process, equal protection, or other constitutional rights. We would have oversight when contracting out is being considered and during the life of the contract, rather than today's situation where, when a service moves from the public to the private sector, recourse become less available or may not even exist.

While such a transfer of oversight—public-ization—may sound attractive, creating such a system is quite complicated in reality. On the one hand, there is the technical question of how to create private analogues of public accountability. Even more important: is it in our interest to make private and public provision indistinguishable? Even those who support accountability may not agree that this blurring is wise. In addition, some might strongly oppose such a move, because “accountability provides a weak rationale for direct public intervention in markets. The same merits of private markets also argue against significant oversight of private providers... [P]ublic oversight mechanisms... will be expensive and often either irrelevant or counterproductive.” In short, they

154 Trebilcock & Iacobucci, supra note 24, at 1422, 1423–24.
argue that it is in our interest to retain different ways of providing society’s goods and services.

A. MAKING THE PRIVATE MORE LIKE THE PUBLIC?

Everyone agrees that private contractors should be held accountable, but disagrees as to what that means. For those who put their faith in the unregulated market and consider all regulation to be red tape, accountability is accomplished when services move from public to private provision. For those who oppose all privatization, there should be no contracting out and thus no need to consider making the private sector accountable for providing public services. For the rest, the form of accountability depends on its purpose. For example, problems of agency failure differ from the need to support public values. Related to these questions is whether the level at which government is held accountable is a desirable level for all or some private contractors? If not, what is the appropriate level and means, and how do we decide the optimal levels and means? Finally, are there feasible mechanisms to create that accountability in the private sector? 155

There are essentially three ways to create private contractor accountability for a class or individually—legislation, contract, and judicial interpretation. Either laws or individual contracts could mandate procedures comparable to those in the public sector, such as access to information on decisions or performance “through reporting requirements and various ways in which citizens could petition to have contracts amended if they do not appear to be working properly.” 156 Standing could be created or defined, either through legislation, contract, or judicial interpretation, to include a wider class of potential litigants, including ones with the staying power, money, and stake in the issues to enhance accountability. 157 Statutes could incorporate or courts could adopt broader definitions of key terms, for example, “agency” and “agency record,” in order to ensure access to information. 158 States could legislate that contractors be treated as state actors for the application of all or at least some of the laws that control government action and provide rights of access and accountability to the public. 159 Finally, legislation can directly subject

---

155 This is a task that Jody Freeman is exploring at length. See Jody Freeman, Extending Public Law Norms Through Privatization, 116 Harv. L. Rev. 1285 (2003).
156 The Changing Shape of Government, supra note 37, at 1354.
157 Procedural tools such as intervention of right and permissive intervention could also be used to permit some level of access to lawsuits. Fed. R. Civ. P. 24.
contractors to public accountability laws. For example, Workforce Florida was made explicitly subject to Florida's public records and sunshine laws.\(^{160}\) Laws can require that any or all regulations that apply to government will apply when government functions are privatized.

Another route is for courts or legislatures to expand the application of existing private sector laws and common law doctrines less directly. Private service providers could be made accountable through tort or contract remedies; professional licensing and accreditation standards; and laws controlling corporate governance and not-for-profit organizations.\(^{161}\) They could create or expand tort rights for wrongful discharge in violation of public policy in order to give private workers standing and the backbone to contest actions that harm the public. New laws could be enacted that are designed to create tort-like or contract-like rights. Rather than imposing accountability standards by law, legislation could proscribe contracting out unless either contractors agree to be treated as state actors or agree to the application of designated laws that control government action and provide rights of public access and accountability and sufficient insurance to fully cover injuries.\(^{162}\)

Legislation and contract may be used separately or together to achieve accountability. To some degree, it is helpful to think of contract terms in a privatized regime as equivalent to governing law that has been voluntarily assumed by the parties to apply to a discrete relationship. However, it is impossible to demand that certain contract terms always be achieved.\(^{163}\) Therefore, there will be more certainty if those terms are generated by statutes that impose privatization accountability as the price of winning the contract.

When listed this way, the ability to impose public standards on private contractors seems feasible and even attractive. However, beyond these broad outlines lie many difficult issues.\(^{164}\) Is it possible to keep

\(^{160}\) Huddleston & Greenfield, supra note 98, at 544. The Florida sunshine law prohibits Workforce Florida from issuing binding rules or taking binding actions without a public meeting, requires promptly recorded accessible minutes, and bars actions that would unreasonably restrict public access. Id. at 544-45.

\(^{161}\) Diller, Going Private, supra note 82, at 504.

\(^{162}\) See Diller, Introduction, supra note 159; See also Diller, Going Private, supra note 83, at 504.

\(^{163}\) See Diller, Introduction, supra note 159.

\(^{164}\) Questions can range far beyond those we think of as coming under the umbrella of accountability laws: Are private entities that perform public work through subcontracts or as agents of the government to be treated as private and therefore subject to state taxation and state incorporation laws if they are also quasi-public because they have been subject to regulations such as those under the Freedom of Information Act or the Administrative Procedures Act? Moe, supra note 67, at 455-56. State Administrative Procedure Acts restrain arbitrary, unilateral or illegal acts and give rights to hearings when substantial interests are affected by agency action. They prohibit adopting vague policies or ones contrary to law or unsupported by competent evidence. Huddleston & Greenfield, supra note 98.
from freezing outdated terms or standards into contract or law, essentially recreating bureaucracy? If state and federal laws are to be applied to contractors, does their language make sense? Have laws kept pace with changes in the way government does business and are the records created or maintained by contractors accessible?\textsuperscript{165} Must decisions be made in accord with “open meeting” or “sunshine” acts,\textsuperscript{166} and, if so, must corporation law be revised? Will the Federal Privacy Act apply to prescribe disclosure of confidential information? If public decision-making laws are to apply, how will this mesh with corporation doctrines and with the role of corporate officers? Will corporations be required to admit the public to their decision-making processes? Must they provide relevant documents upon a FOIA request, or will these documents only be produced through discovery after a lawsuit is filed? In short, “are there opportunities along the way for the public to intervene and express their views?”\textsuperscript{167} What will be the effect of a double layer of accountability on rights and procedure, such as whether a claimant has standing to prosecute a particular claim? All these issues and more will remain uncertain until judges have interpreted the laws.

We also need to ask: Is employment to be at will, or will employees have quasi-civil service and whistleblower protections, Fourth Amendment, and privacy rights?\textsuperscript{168} Is the contracting agency bound by nondiscrimination provisions, and thus mandated to seek out members of disadvantaged groups?\textsuperscript{169} Are managers subject to public laws forbidding conflicts of interest, or are they liable under corporation law for acts that are ultra vires or a breach of fiduciary duty?\textsuperscript{170} There are fundamental differences in the purposes of the two sorts of laws and rights. Public rights that protect public employees often do so in order to protect the

\textsuperscript{165} Greg Bass & Harry Hammit, \textit{Freedom of Information Act Access to Documents of Private Contractors Doing the Public’s Business,} 35 \textit{Clearinghouse Rev.} 607 (2002). In general, to be accessible, records must be agency records and in the possession of an agency. Thus, the Smithsonian is not an agency because it did not fit into the FOIA’s definition. \textit{Id.} at 607–08. Some states have defined contractors to be covered by FOIA if it is determined that they are performing a function the government would have to do in absence of the nongovernmental body or if “the outside entity exists solely to perform a function for the benefit of the governmental body.” Some have looked at the source of funding so that an entity that derives some percentage of its funding from the state or local government may be covered. \textit{Id.} at 609.

\textsuperscript{166} Workforce Florida was made explicitly subject to Florida’s public records and sunshine laws, Huddleston & Greenfield, \textit{supra} note 98, at 544–45. The Florida sunshine law prohibits Workforce Florida from issuing binding rules or taking binding actions without a public meeting, requires promptly recorded accessible minutes, and bars actions that would unreasonably restrict public access. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{167} \textit{The Changing Shape of Government,} \textit{supra} note 37, at 1353.

\textsuperscript{168} Moe, \textit{supra} note 67, at 456.

\textsuperscript{169} Curran, \textit{supra} note 27, at 195–96; see also Puerto Rico Ports Authority Not ‘Employer’ of Licensed Harbor Pilots, First Circuit Rules 42 Gov’T EMPL. REL. REP. (BNA) No 2061, at 524 (June 1, 2004).

\textsuperscript{170} Moe, \textit{supra} note 67, at 456.
public by insulating public workers from improper influence. Corporate obligations extend to the shareholders. What would happen if obligations to operate in the public interest conflicted with shareholder rights?

Finally, making changes of this breadth depends on a highly optimistic vision of the power of legal tinkering. While all this is possible, theoretically speaking, the reality is that no obligations can be created if a contractor is unwilling to assume them. Therefore, we must ask: Do governments want to lose willing contractors? Consider also decisions that are subcontracted which violate the non-delegation doctrine and due process.171 Accountability procedures alone may be insufficient to forestall these problems. One writer asks: Is government outsourcing avoiding the responsibility to engage in decision-making by "the simple act of giving [its] troubles to someone else."172

Current examples are not hard to find, including California’s decision to outsource its networks and Pennsylvania's intention to outsource its data centers. But top honors must go to Connecticut, which is attempting to give all its IT functions to some lucky vendor. While many states are larger, none had previously stepped up to outsource everything.173

Even if accountability is imposed, the undermining of intent in administering a service can be subtle and elude notice. Matthew Diller describes how a goal of reducing welfare rolls by a certain percent may be implemented in such a way that it defeats the larger intent of moving people into well-paid employment. The hours offices are open, their locations, the number of visits that must be made to qualify, and the amount and nature of paperwork all can make it more difficult to qualify for welfare. Even more subtly, the length of waiting time once in an office, the availability and comfort of furniture, and the unavailability of foreign language interpreters can have a similar effect.174 These decisions can be devolved to the individual caseworker or clerk level. For example, they could be rewarded (or not punished) for reducing case

171 See Gutman, supra note 91; see also Dru Stevenson, supra note 91.
174 Indeed, there are strong financial incentives in welfare reform to cut welfare rolls and little incentive to examine how that happens. See Diller, Revolution in Welfare Administration, supra note 46, at 1177–83; Roland Zullo, In Search of the Silver Lining, supra note 129.
levels, but to do so the workers must provide services in a way that discourages applicants, for example, by actively mishandling cases to deny eligible applicants. The means for doing this range from overt acts like misinformation, failure to provide information, and failure to return phone calls to subtler acts like being rude and condescending. Programs that tout devolving decision-making are letting governmental decisions be made at the lowest level possible, and that makes enforcing accountability more difficult.

B. DO WE WANT TO PUBLIC-IZE THE PRIVATE SECTOR?

Jody Freeman, for one, is engaged by the idea of using privatization “as a mechanism for expanding government’s reach into realms traditionally thought private.” She asks: Is there any way in which legislation or contract can overcome the separation of public from private to ensure accountability? As discussed above, this is a theoretically fascinating exercise. But the theoretical ability to erase or blur the lines between private and public does not mean we should, and, perhaps, can. Our society may function best with private and public spheres that operate with different rules to achieve different ends. Even more important, the players in this area do not want any blending and will vigorously oppose it. Given this, the question is not how to make contractors accountable, but, rather, does the issue of accountability help us understand how a service should be provided.

Understanding the role and challenges of creating accountability may help us decide between private or public provision. We know we can provide at least some services publicly and privately, while they remain fundamentally different with regard to methods of accountability. If so, what about providing services is intrinsic to the nature of governance and citizenship and what is not? Put another way, do we want the differences between public and private to be lost? If the administration of services—whether done by government or private contractors—is policy making, who should be making those policies, for which services, and why and how?

More important than the philosophical issues of governance is the fact that powerful people do not want accountability. Imposing accountability removes a motive to privatize: relief from or evasion of regulation.

176 For examples, see Diller, Revolution in Welfare Administration, supra note 46, at 1120–1131.
177 See Freeman, supra note 155.
178 See id.
The Bush Administration is demanding "direct conversions"—contracting out jobs without any competition or evidence that a private contractor can better perform the work.\textsuperscript{179}

Private contractors are hardly clamoring for oversight and regulation. They may tolerate some oversight, but they are saying that at some point oversight and accountability will be a deal breaker. They point out that there is always risk in contracting and say that terms to ensure that contracted-for services are provided at the cost agreed upon add to that risk, especially since it is difficult to write precise contracts when human services are involved.\textsuperscript{180} Indeed, some contractors and privatization proponents are rebelling against oversight.\textsuperscript{181} They reject the notion that they should be bound by contract to make the government or public whole when the contractor fails to live up to its obligations.

This is a retreat from prior arguments in favor of privatization—that the contractor and not government would bear full responsibility for failure. As recently as 1998, an argument for privatization was framed thus:

Perhaps the most attractive feature of performance contracting is that risks don't fall so heavily on government but are shared more equitably between the agency and winning vendor. The vendor can be paid if and when the contracted-for objectives are achieved (e.g., more efficient revenue collections, lower unit service costs). Because of this, vendors are motivated to work closely with the agency to develop solutions that most quickly and feasibly deliver the outputs and outcomes sought. When both parties pursue the same goal and face risks together, they can work better together to create success.\textsuperscript{182}

Starting in about 2001, privatization proponents began to argue that contractors should be made less responsible for problems with their contractual performance. They contend that contractors are being asked to assume too much liability for performance problems and even to act as insurers of success. They say this burden will lead private companies to forgo opportunities, leading to less competition for projects.\textsuperscript{183} Some

\textsuperscript{179} Dooley, \textit{supra} note 10.

\textsuperscript{180} See, e.g., Melia, \textit{supra} note 25.

\textsuperscript{181} One aspect of contractors' resistance to oversight is the effort to make bid terms nondisclosable, see \textit{supra} text accompanying note 114; restricting information about the bidder restricts oversight and regulation.


privatization proponents express concern over having to provide guarantees or indemnification when problems arise with contracts. For example, Douglas Herbst, vice-president of CH2M HILL and chair of the National Council for Public-Private Partnerships, and David Mackenzie, an international transaction specialist, argue:

It’s clear that this trend toward over-the-top guarantees can’t continue as is. On future deals, contractors will negotiate harder, perhaps even walking away from terms they once accepted. Once this happens, the marketplace will have to adjust accordingly. The time when private companies push themselves away from the client’s table because of unnecessary, excessive, and meaningless guarantee requirements may be near. And they need to be willing to do just that - if that’s what it takes to deliver the message. ¹⁸⁴

Maximus, a large contractor, makes similar arguments. A guide to privatization’s pro’s and cons on Maximus’ website advises agencies not to make “the mistake of placing a contractor under the same restrictions, red tape, and bureaucratic constraints of your government agency . . . .”¹⁸⁵

Of course, one person’s red tape is another’s accountability. When privatization proponents say that there should be no rules to determine what is permissible and no obligations to abide by contract terms, then constructing meaningful accountability schemes will be an enormous battle. Private contractors will not voluntarily take on these obligations. If any accountability at all—certainly accountability at levels akin to that binding government—is to be imposed on contractors, the only route will be by legislation or through activist courts willing to overturn precedent on state action and standing.¹⁸⁶

¹⁸⁴ Herbst & Mackenzie, supra note 183.
¹⁸⁵ See Maximus, supra note 183, at 4. Public sector union concerns are mentioned only as problems that must be dealt with, as opposed to legitimate alternate points of view. See id. at 6.
¹⁸⁶ Imposing accountability obligations through judicial interpretations has its own disadvantages. Judicial law making is case-by-case and after-the-fact. As a result, the parties to the case before the court may have been unable to anticipate the outcome and to protect them-
Imposing accountability, by legislation or otherwise, is not cost-free. Costs related to imposing accountability average nearly 20% of contract costs. Hefetz & Warner, supra note 15, at 175. Of course, the process of privatization is not without its own costs. The National Park Service was concerned that complying with federal requirements to determine which jobs should be contracted out would cost $3,000 for each full-time equivalent job. To cover this cost, the Park Service estimated that it would have to cut visitor services and seasonal operations. Another cost was the potential loss of diversity in the workforce. Park Service May Cut Operations to Fund Outsourcing Plan, Director Says in Memo, supra note 119. Other agencies have raised this concern. See generally U.S. GEN. ACCT. OFF., COMPETITIVE SOURCING: GREATER EMPHASIS IS NEEDED ON INCREASING EFFICIENCY AND IMPROVING PERFORMANCE, GAO-04-367 (Feb. 2004), http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d04367.pdf (describing the challenges various federal agencies face in implementing competitive sourcing, including lack of staff and funding).


Ronald Moe argues: "The public and private sectors may be alike in the nonessentials, but it is in the essentials where they differ, and these distinctions cannot be glossed over or taken lightly." Moe, supra note 4, at 1247. Or as David Reimer puts it: And in the final analysis, all embrace not just the same end but the same means. Every combatant in the privatization debate believes in a "mixed" system for achiev-
are the advantages of different sorts of accountability mechanisms in particular situations.\textsuperscript{191}

Does privatization lead to the undermining of traditional controls, in terms of either requirements or methods for participation in government decisions, because the entities that were providing government services are now outside of those regimes? Or, does it actually provide, for example, an opportunity to increase accountability by bringing private citizens into government and developing new methods of delivering services and in other ways transcending the public/private divide?\textsuperscript{192}

Problems in achieving access and accountability with a private contractor suggest limiting contracting to tasks that (1) are well-defined, (2) involve a minimum of discretion, (3) have little chance of affecting the public welfare, (4) are not critical to the undergirding of our well being, and (5) involve circumstances where failure would not be devastating.\textsuperscript{193} If this roughly defines the divide, we should not, as we now do, see the delegation of discretion and broad responsibility to private providers in public health and welfare programs, public education, government information and information technology, and prisons, oddly enough, areas now seen as prime candidates for privatization.\textsuperscript{194}

IV. CONTRACTING OUT, ACCOUNTABILITY, CITIZENSHIP, DEMOCRACY, AND COMMUNITY

Accountability in the process of public provision of services is more than just a tool to safeguard against corruption and cronism. It can foster substantive public input and participation in public life.\textsuperscript{195} This vision of a link between accountability and citizenship stands in stark contrast with that of those who advocate large-scale privatization. "One marked

\textsuperscript{191} See id. at 1718.

\textsuperscript{192} The Changing Shape of Government, supra note 37, at 1319.

\textsuperscript{193} This would be in addition to commonly accepted reasons for public provision—primarily issues of public goods and positive externalities.

\textsuperscript{194} Dannin, supra note 95, at 382–83; Metzger, supra note 3, at 1369; Hefetz & Warner, supra note 15, at 182.

\textsuperscript{195} Diller, Introduction, supra note 159.
difference from past thinking is that organized business groups now view governmental activities as potential profit centers."¹⁹⁶ This has generated a thriving business promoting privatization through lists of opportunities,¹⁹⁷ master websites with links to other privatization websites,¹⁹⁸ and websites to promote legislation enabling contracting out. On the other hand, unions and professional associations that are hostile to the privatization movement also maintain websites that track these initiatives.¹⁹⁹

This divide in vision as to our relation as citizens to government is reflected in language. As government services move into the private sector, the language of governance becomes that of commerce. One county government decided to eliminate the word "government" from letterhead, business cards, and cars because the word was seen as "arrogant" and "off-putting."²⁰⁰ Indianapolis Mayor Stephen Goldsmith, a well known supporter of privatization, referred to the citizens he represented as "customers."²⁰¹ In a sense, these linguistic shifts imply that the public and private sectors are alike in the essentials, and that these essentials are cost and level of service.²⁰² Sheila Suess Kennedy observes that privatization "ideology rests largely on a view of government as primarily a provider of services for 'customers' rather than a shared enterprise of citizens."²⁰³ Indeed, empirical evidence shows that privatization impels the shift in status from citizen to customer by focusing almost solely on cost.

Under privatization, governments give priority to efficiency concerns and diminish their attention to voice. However, consumer citizens do not act as though effi-

¹⁹⁸ http://www.indy.gov (providing links to other privatization sites) (last visited Sept. 4, 2005).
²⁰⁰ Demone, supra note 5, at 224.
²⁰¹ Kennedy, supra note 75, at 71. See also Minow, supra note 4, at 1254; THE CAL. PERFORMANCE REV., supra note 75.
²⁰² The City of San Diego has taken an apolitical stance. It has, in practice, tended to keep services public or to contract back in services once privatized. Yet, it contends: "The Competition Program operates under the premise that taxpayers are not concerned with who provides a service; they care about the level and cost of that service." http://www.sanmet.gov/competition/competition.shtml. (on file with author)
²⁰³ Kennedy, Accountability, supra note 60, at 140 (citation omitted).
ciency is the only currency running through their markets. Preferences based on race, income, and other factors that undermine diversity also have strong currency. For providers in private markets, profit considerations can outweigh social values. Thus, privatization may provide an avenue to increase efficiency, but the limitations of markets prevent it from adequately addressing the full range of community and regional needs.204

The language of the California Performance Review captures this change in values from citizenship to “customershhip” when it describes its goals:

California must pursue a customer-focused transformation in government operations . . . Staff needs to transform the fundamental conception of the interactions between government departments and members of the public. Simply put, government needs to treat all members of the public as customers of government services to promote and become a customer-centric culture.205

Some privatization proponents see contracting out as promoting democratic values because they equate private enterprise and the free market with democracy.206 However, a robust democracy requires that citizens participate in the act of governance itself, not just in “buying” services.207 Customers or consumers of services play only a passive role by “voting” with their dollars; “consumer voice and citizen voice are not the same.”208 This economic model of a country populated by self-interested rent seekers who are cynically mistrustful about involvement in civic life would leave us with no one able to challenge corruption and bad policies.209

204 Warner & Hefetz, Applying Market Solutions to Public Services, supra note 63, at 85. A failure to listen to citizen voice is a major cause of contracting services back into public provision. Hefetz & Warner, supra note 15, at 175.
206 See, e.g., Privatization 2001, supra note 27.
207 Governments “generate a unique political discourse by which the public can judge its satisfaction with the provision of public goods. Responding to private organizations does not create the same effect on the public.” Frutch, supra note 30, at 535 (summarizing Clayton P. Gillette, Who Puts the Public in the Public Good?: A Comment on Cass, 71 Marq. L. Rev. 534, 547–48 (1988)).
208 Warner & Hefetz, Applying Market Solutions to Public Services, supra note 63, at 85.
The linguistic shift from citizen to customer reflects the fact that privatization on a large scale entails (and is intended to create) a reordering of society that is about far more than how we provide services. One of the strongest proponents of privatization says:

Privatization is more a political than an economic act. Long-term, incrementalist tactics are needed to implement a privatization strategy, with a research and public relations effort to press for internal and external support respectively, tax reforms to encourage it, legislation to allow it, and strong coalitions of stakeholders—some newly converted—to support it.²¹⁰

Privatization as a political act, as a method of reordering society, often goes unseen amidst a focus on the minutiae employed to debate the merits of privatization: Does it provide better services at less cost? And if it does, is this because of market forces, lack of proper accounting for costs, or lowering pay and removing benefits for workers? Are failures limited to technical matters of breach of contract, poor oversight, or other problems?²¹¹

Indeed, the debates over cost savings and efficiency often fail to distinguish between savings that are net efficiency gains and those that represent transfers from one segment of society to another. In privatizing a state-owned enterprise or contracting out, for example, costs may be reduced in part by shedding excess staff or by cutting wages. If the excess staff members have no other prospects for employment, their release is not necessarily a savings for society as a whole because the workers are still not engaged in productive activity; rather the layoffs may be viewed largely as a transfer from the employees, who are now not paid, to taxpayers or customers of the enterprise, who now pay less in subsidies or prices, respectively.²¹²

In other words, what appear to be purely economic decisions are actually a social and political reordering that affects the relationship between citizen and government. “[I]f government is more than a service

²¹⁰ E.S. SAVAS, PRIVATIZATION AND PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS 144 (2000).
²¹¹ See, e.g., Margaret Gibelman, Theory, Practice, and Experience in the Purchase of Services, in 1 THE PRIVATIZATION OF HUMAN SERVICES: POLICY AND PRACTICE ISSUES 17–18 (Margaret Gibelman & Harold W. Demone Jr. eds., 1998); see also, e.g., Margaret Gibelman & Harold W. Demone Jr., 1 THE PRIVATIZATION OF HUMAN SERVICES: POLICY AND PRACTICE ISSUES at xii (1998).
provider, if it is an important generator of social capital . . . then efforts at privatization will be measured against a different set of criteria."

Ideology is more than a set of ideas or attitudes: ideology creates social life. For example, all aspects of the provision of public services—from the decision to take on the service to how it is administered—embody policy choices and policy-making that will affect society. The essential political nature of decisions around providing services seems to be commonly overlooked by focusing on economic issues or the technical details of provision.

Contracting out shifts our focus from valuing the process by which decisions are made to one that focuses on only those churlish and limited ends that can be measured so that competition can take place. Put in simple terms, we risk losing sight of the fact that what we can count may not matter and what matters may not be countable.

Some have found that privatization's dollar democracy leads to a loss of human democratic participation.

In Indianapolis, the civic leaders who used to play an important role in our public life, whose motives for participation were founded on a sense of duty rather than a potential for profit, have all but disappeared. There are many reasons for that phenomenon; but privatization has been identified as one culprit. . . .

. . . When "discretionists" hire "experts" and eschew public participation, the sense of connectedness, of "ownership" essential to the building of community, suffers.

A study of local government contracting found that only one-third measured citizen satisfaction or monitored citizen complaints. The authors concluded:

213 Kennedy, Accountability, supra note 60, at 140 (citations omitted).
215 Cf. Curran, supra note 27, at 189–90 (arguing that the "contract mechanism should be recognized as clearly a part of policy-making").
216 See, e.g., Givelman & Demone eds., supra note 211, at xii.
217 Privatization can be seen as the logical conclusion of the new model. In essence, government cedes tremendous power over how a program will be administered, with the belief that competition and performance incentives will spur the contractor to produce the desired outcomes. Privatization becomes an attractive alternative when ends are viewed as more important than means and where the ends sought can be specified in advance and measured.
218 Kennedy, Accountability, supra note 60, at 142–43 (citations omitted).
Privatization . . . no longer shows responsiveness to citizen voice. Theoretically, one might expect stronger responsiveness to citizen voice under privatization. However, most privatized local government services do not involve vouchers given directly to a consumer citizen. Rather, they are contracts between government and private providers. Avenues for citizen voice in contract negotiation and oversight are limited. Opportunities for voice may be greatest in the initial contract negotiation stage.\textsuperscript{220}

More disturbing, some have found that support for privatization tracks distrust in government.\textsuperscript{221} It is hard to know which is the cause and which the effect. It seems possible that anti-government sentiments would be exacerbated by the tendency of pro-privatizationists to denigrate government, which then results in a loss of enthusiasm for politics.\textsuperscript{222}

There is a danger that people will lose contact with their government when dealing with an intermediary who often appears in the guise of government, as when private contractors hide behind what appear to be government websites.\textsuperscript{223} In these cases, people who are misled about the entity they are dealing with will be affected by a private entity’s commercial values and conflate them with governance. This is likely to lead to a different interaction than when the services are provided with those who operate from an ethos of public service,\textsuperscript{224} an ethos that is a part of what distinguishes government from commerce.\textsuperscript{225} Furthermore, when the contractor is a large national corporation, as many are, this moves decision-making power—and money—away from the local level.

\begin{footnotes}
\item \textsuperscript{220} Warner & Hefetz, Applying Market Solutions to Public Services, supra note 63, at 83.
\item \textsuperscript{221} Demone, supra note 5, at 219–27.
\item \textsuperscript{222} Ellen J. Dannin, To Market, To Market: Caveat Emptor, in To Market, To Market: Reinventing Indianapolis 3, 3-4 143 (Ingrid Ritchie & Sheila Suess Kennedy eds., 2001); Kennedy, Accountability, supra note 60, at 143 (citations omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{223} On the other hand, one form of quasi-privatization, charter schools, may be a force for democratic action on a small scale by harnessing “the shared commitment and energies of the internal actors—administrators, teachers, parents, and students—who choose to become part of the school and who share a common educational goal.” Richmond, supra note 22, at 331, 355–61. The negative side of this is that the goal is accomplished by exiting from and therefore losing commitment to the shared goals of a public education system.
\item \textsuperscript{224} See Demone, supra note 5, at 219–27. In Alister Barry, Someone Else’s Country: The Story of the New Right Revolution in New Zealand (Community Media Trust 1996), the last director of the N.Z. Forestry Service before it was corporatized and eventually privatized discusses his feelings about holding the public’s investments in their forests as a sacred trust. He also comments that he had valued being a public servant and working for an agency that had the word “service” in its very name.
\item \textsuperscript{225} For a summary of ways the two can be distinguished, see Kennedy, Accountability, supra note 60, at 149–50.
\end{footnotes}
creating distance between those who receive services and those who decide how those services will be administered, and leaving them with fewer revenues to provide them.

Contracting out thus can create a shadow government that is not or cannot be held accountable by the contracting agency, nor by those it is supposed to serve. In the first instance, accountability and public input is lost when the contractor exercises discretion as to how it delivers public services. Unlike government decision-making, there are no open meetings requirements, no obligation to provide documents upon request, no procedures imposed to ensure that due process and equal protection rights are protected, and no ability to change policy through election or lobbying the legislature.

Privatization, if pursued too aggressively, minimizes the contacts citizens have with their government. When functions that were previously handled by government are contracted out to private companies, fewer committees and boards are needed. Fewer public hearings are held, because "experts" rather than citizens are driving the decision-making processes. . . . Contracting thus substantially reduces the points of contact between citizen and city and with that reduction comes an attenuation of civic ownership, the sense of shared enterprise that characterizes a workable and working polis.226

Those most likely to lose and to be unable to present their case and have the ear of the decisionmakers will be the least powerful. For example, if subsidies such as those for public transportation are lost, this will mean that those who depend on subsidized public transportation will have suffered a material loss with privatization.227 While this does not exactly amount to a taking and does not necessarily implicate due process rights, there will be a loss that, perhaps, deserves being taken into account through some access to the decision-making process. That access is more difficult to achieve when a private contractor delivers the services.

Even worse may be distrust and cynicism about a government that cannot be held accountable.228 As aggrieved persons seek to hold a contractor accountable, the locus of government will ultimately devolve to the courts. The courts will have to decide who, if anyone, should be responsible, in what ways they should be responsible, and what actions must be taken to make amends when legal responsibilities have not been

226 Id.
227 Gómez-Ibáñez & Meyer, supra note 212 at 9.
228 Kennedy, Accountability, supra note 60, at 149.
met.\textsuperscript{229} This injects the courts into an area of governance not intended to be given to them by the division of powers in the Constitution. "Privatization does threaten constitutional rights,"\textsuperscript{230} Harold Sullivan observes.

If the constitutional restrictions governing the relationship between private service providers and their employees and clients were the same as those governing the relationship between government and its employees and clients, the debate over privatization might logically be limited to concerns of cost and efficiency and conflicting views concerning the proper size of government.\textsuperscript{231}

Think of this another way: If public safety or public security are reasons not to subcontract a service, we need to understand what exactly are the components of public safety or public security, that is, what makes us safe and what makes us secure? Gerald Frug constructs a compelling analysis of city services, not as mere commodities, but, rather, as one important component of knitting diverse people and communities together to become one country.\textsuperscript{232} Frug argues:

Concerns about the quality of public schools and violent crime cross city boundary lines throughout America’s metropolitan regions, as do concerns about commuting and the environmental damage caused by suburban growth. These concerns have the potential of uniting different kinds of people rather than dividing them if metropolitan residents come to realize that the ever-increasing centrifugal dynamic that now affects metropolitan regions throughout the country aggravates urban problems for a majority of Americans, not just the residents of central cities. This does not mean that cities have to abandon totally the consumer-oriented focus adopted by public goods theorists. But it does meant that the conception of city services that stresses self-protection and fragmentation has to be replaced with one that builds on the notion that the ability to live in a diverse society is inextricably dependent on the welfare of others.\textsuperscript{233}

\textsuperscript{229} Sullivan, supra note 56, at 462.
\textsuperscript{230} Id. at 461.
\textsuperscript{231} Id.
\textsuperscript{232} Frug, supra note 5, at 167–79.
\textsuperscript{233} Id. at 175. See also Warner & Hefetz, Applying Market Solutions to Public Services, supra note 63, at 85 (explaining Frug’s argument).
By commodifying government service—acting as though government is no more than a poor relative of business—we may be losing that which makes us truly safe and secure.